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SUNDAY - STING WILL BE HERE. WX is supposed to be good too
MEMBERS NEWS
SATURDAY Towie Derry Belcher does first honours
The ATIS reported temperature and dewpoint as 8 degrees with fog over the water and dissipating.
On warm-up after starting RDW developed a nasty case of rough running and switching to each CDI unit
didn't show a problem. Run-up was fine, but I was not happy so removed all cowls and checked engine mounts,
ignition leads and spark plugs etc. The subsequent run without the cowls was fine and it was put down to
carburettor icing at the small throttle opening during warm-up. Most Cessna and Piper aircraft are fitted
with a manual carb heat taken from around the exhaust and the pilot is able to solve this problem quickly as
the exhaust is hot from the word go, whereas RDW relies on warm air (..not the ed, ..) from inside the cowl,
which takes a bit of time to heat up on a winter's day it seems. Anyway, lesson learned.
Four uneventful tows were done (Dave
Todd can expand on this) in what was most
probably wave-influenced conditions, then
finished up with a local scenic in RDW
over Te Atatu with my brother Kent, who
used to be a tow pilot, B cat glider and
power instructor with ASC in the good-old
days but is unfortunately no longer
involved in flying.
So not a lot of flying done, and once all
the planes were nested in the hangar we
left Gary and Roy working on GMP's
trailer again... These guys, and others,
are doing a great job on the trailer, and if
you are a regular flyer of MP I suggest
you owe them at least a free beer for all
the long hours that have gone into repairing the trailer.

Dave Todd's version is waaaaay shorter:

A quiet day of flying before the afternoon rain. No lift to be

found so all flights were sled rides.
Ida with two instructional flights and then a joy ride with Steve....
Ben with some non flying QGP training
Tony and Jenny for another sled ride and we were done!

SUNDAY Towie Graham Lake does all the work
A decidedly unflash looking morning prompted instructor Andy McKay to text that the day be canned. Towie
Graham was not so sure and said he would go out anyway. John O'hara was to bring the Sting over but a quick
phone consultation decided to defer for a week.
It has been five weeks since Warm
Air last flew and there were
serious withdrawal
symptoms......like the towplane and
he is going flying with or without a
glider on the back. Roy Whitby
came in to continue his sterling
work on MP's trailer followed by
Ivor Woodfield. Neither were
looking to fly gliders. Despite
expecting Gary Patten to join him
on the trailer work any time now,
Roy took a mere heartbeat to
agree to join WA in the towplane
for a wee tiki tour around the city
and the North Shore. A most
pleasant half hour flight down the
harbour, checked out the cones on Browns and
Rangitoto Islands, a large house under construction
near Milford, Long Bay development and found Roy's
house. We got back just as the rain started.
Gary and Roy resumed work on MP's trailer while
Graham went and filled the three empty fuel cans.
The trailer looks real good, the sides are back on,
floor and doorway mostly in place and he front
prepped for Glassing. Roy sanded and painted the
front struts. The day ended with a check of the
fridge. No gliding but flying for some anyway.

THE STING IS COMING
Sunday's weatehr is looking good so
John Ohara intends to bring over his
new Sting aircraft to show us fellahs
and take folks up for a fly. John is
aiming to be over about 10am. He
has sent us some pics. Does'nt have
a tow hook bud..........
Sting with RNK (Roger ’n Kim) at
Paraparaumu with Roger taking RNK
home and SAL riding shotgun

Passing Ruapehu
autopilot flying
at 10,000ft
heading North
T’s and P’s in
green fuel flow
13 lph

EFIS display
showing
synthetic vision
(Terrain)
displayed in 3D,
great for
inadvertent
IMC. Note
indicated
airspeed 116kts,
Groundspeed
127 kts and True
Airspeed 132
kts. Wind is 255
degrees at 11kts
giving a
crosswind of 10
kts on the winds
aloft display.
Aircraft flown
by autopilot still
and descending
through 8800ft from 10,000 at 500fpm approaching the bug just visible at 8600ft.
more info at the web site: http://tl-ultralight.cz/en/ultralight-aircrafts/tl-2000-sting-s4/

WHERE'S WALLACE Our Steve Wallace, crew Lisa and cheer squad, Fraser and Gracie (their youngsters)

have gone to Poland where Steve will represent NZ at the World Gliding Championships
Check out the Blogs on http://lesznowgc.blogspot.co.nz/

(Last couple of days copied in below)

Tuesday, 22 July 2014

Official Practice Day 1
Things are getting serious now. Suddenly there are teams, gliders and
tow planes everywhere. The flags have gone up on the flag poles and as
the gardeners have been working dawn till dusk for the last week so the
place is looking very spik and span.
Today's task was a 505km racing task for 15m and 526km for 18m and
Open. Grid allocation by place and class has not started yet though, so
gridding is organised chaos and its a case of launch and start when you
want as start gate open times aren't happening yet. So some pilots are
flying the task seriously and some are still just fooling around getting
systems sorted and fine tuned. As Lisa is the only crew here at the
moment she had the unenviable task of removing and retrieving wing
walkers as we launch and as myself, Brett and then John all launched in
quick succession she was kept on her toes.

Posted by Lisa Wallace at 13:18 No comments:
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest

Lisa driving the Team NZ VW Caravelle

22nd July (Brett)
First official practice day here at the WGC and it's a ripper weather-wise. Suddenly there are large amounts of sailplanes - the launch grid was
9 wide today.
Yesterday was spent replacing the lost bugwiper and sorting out the one on the other side. I'm happy to report that the system worked today
and does a very good job of cleaning the leading edges.
I also moved from a hotel into an apartment.
I was back on the ground by mid-afternoon epoxying the hinges on one of the u/c doors. Steve is off doing the task though (all classes have
different tasks now) so we await his return.
I'm looking forward to my crew chief joining me in a couple of days. The washing basket is full.
Posted by Brett Hunter at 07:27 No comments:
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest
Monday, 21 July 2014

Last Day of Unofficial Practice (Steve)
Today was the last day of unofficial practice and as the weather was very average due to a thick, high overcast I decided to take a day off
from flying and get glider scrutinizing and pilot registration out of the way. There were challenges with this as all my glider paperwork was in
German so just finding the right documents to present was not easy. Unfortunately the insurance document turns out to have expired 10 days
ago so I am having to try and chase down the owner for up to date documentation!

Brett and John also didn't fly. Brett worked on getting bug wipers and go faster wing tip skids fitted and John worked on changing his
conflicting comp ID from AG to AC before also presenting his glider for scrutinizing.

Modifications Aussie style

Other dramas were the French tried to steal our primo tie down box (right next to our container/office) while we were away as we had not
registered it with the correct official. Big Simon from Australia (our tie down box neighbours) in true ANZAC spirit and style defended our spot
valiantly with the application of a few choice words and gestures until we returned. Lisa was then able to apply just the right level of
persuasion to the said official and our spot was once again secure.
Things are really starting to get busy now as more and more teams arrive and start to get set up. A contest of sorts has been going on in our
container village with respect to who can put up the largest erection. Today the South Africans put that one to bed so to speak with an Iwo
Jima style raising that put
everyone else in their place. Us
kiwis however do not even have a
pole as we have no need to
compensate.

I finished the day with a
celebratory Tyskie beside my
freshly scrutinized Jonkers JS2. I'm
sure this will be the machine to
beat in the 15m class.

Posted by Lisa Wallace at 13:01 No comments:
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest

LANDING CONTEST
Time we did another round....like Saturday and/or Sunday. We have/will make one change to the scoring.
Instead of max points for landing in the first quarter of the field we will extend that to the first third. This
is to take pressure off any temptation to scrape the fence or thump her down slow. We do not want to break
anything.
TAILPIECE
We are expecting a visit on Sunday from John Ohara and his new TL3000 Sting. This one has plenty of toys
although no tow hook, and John is offering members a chance for a fly. Visit is planned for 27 Jul.
.
Warm Air

If at first you don't succeed....destroy all evidence you ever tried

NEW ROSTER BELOW

DUTY ROSTER FOR AUG, SEP, OCT 2014 v3
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Duty Pilot
G Patten

Instructor
L Page

Tow Pilot
J Wagner

C Pillai

P Thorpe

C Rook

J Pote

A MacKay

D Belcher

T Prentice

R Carswell

P Thorpe

R Struyck

R Burns

R Carswell

R Whitby

D Todd

G Lake

N Graves

P Coveney

D Belcher

E McPherson

I Woodfield

P Thorpe

K Bashyam

L Page

D Belcher

K Bridges

P Thorpe

G Lake

S Foreman

A MacKay

P Thorpe

R Forster

S Wallace

J Wagner

D Foxcroft

R Burns

P Thorpe

G Healey

D Todd

G Lake

B Hocking

P Coveney

P Thorpe

I O'Keefe

I Woodfield

J Wagner

T O'Rourke

L Page

C Rook

G Patten

R Carswell

G Lake

C Pillai

P Thorpe

R Carswell

J Pote

A MacKay

C Rook

T Prentice

S Wallace

P Thorpe

R Struyck

R Burns

R Carswell

R Whitby

P Coveney

G Lake

N Graves

D Todd

C Rook

30 Sqn ATC

E McPherson

I Woodfield

P Thorpe

K Bashyam

P Thorpe

R Carswell

K Bridges

R Burns

G Lake

Matamata
Matamata
Matamata
Matamata
Matamata
Matamata

Power Sect
Comps

19 Sqn
ATC
Camp
Both days
19 Sqn
ATC
Camp
Bad WX Alt

